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Introduction

There have been many papers presenLed on tur
bulent no,v, but in most ,of them an empirical
assumption on the mixing length distribution is
introduced. The best known universal distribu
tion laws for turbulent How in pipes are those of
Prandtl and Von Karman. Prandtl deduced the
velocity distribution law from his mixing length
theory. He assumed a pr,oportionaliLy between the
mixing IengLh and wall distance at the neighbour
hood of the wall. This assumpLion is reasonable,
but Prandtl intrloduced an additional, far reaching
assumption, namely that the mixing length distri
bution remain linear up to the center line of the
pipe. The resultant velocity distribution is in good
agreement with experimental dala in the regil()n
close to Lhe wall, but has a singularity at the center
line. Von Karman made an attempt to determine
the dependance of the mixing lengLh on the space
co··ordinate and he made Lhe assumption that the
mixing length is a function of the velocity distribu
tion only. As in Prandtl's expression the resulting
equation produces an angle at the axis.

In the present paper a new "balance of pulsation
energy" equation is used. It represents the balance
hetween the rate of energy losL due to molecular
friction and the Hux of turbulent energy produced
at the wall. This equation was introduced for the
first time by Anatol Zagustin in his paper on tur-

bulence published in H):38 in Russia (***), and it
completes the set of differential equations necessary
for the al1alytical solution of the problem. A re
markable property of this solution is that it depends
only on the Karman universal constant x. The re
sulting curves for mixing length, velocity and eddy
viscosity distributions are in good agreement with
experimental data at any point of the pipe, includ
ing the center line. In particular the velocity dis
tribution curve has a zero tangent at the center Hne
and for the central regiol1 of the pipe coincides with
the Darcy's empirical equation.

Since the solution was obtained f'!'CHn a sel of
basic equations and gives such good agreement with
experimental data obtained from pipes, it is possi
ble that Lhe same idea could be used for sohing
other problems of steady turbulent How.

General theory

The How considered is assumed to be incompres
sible and as llsual in working ,vith fully developed
Lurbulent motion Lhe vaIues of velocity, pressure
and other properties will he considered as time
average, so that:

~-7 ~-7----7

V (l', t) = V + V' (l', t)
and:

-I+'l'

'

-=>, l' ./ ,r dt= nn
'l'--?", T
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~ ~

in which V is the veetor velocity, l' denotes the
position vector, t denotes the time, T is an interval

~

of time, V is the time-average value of the velocity
~

and V', the pulsation of the particle, has an average
,'alue equal to zero.

Since ail the pr,operties will he considered as time
average, the bar indicating the average values wiII
he avoided in the present paper.

The hasic equations for turhulent flow in polar
coordinates are expressed as follows:

Kinetic energy of pulsation E'

The kineLic energy of turbulent pulsation maybe
expressed as a functiiOl} of the mixing length. If
E' is the kinetic energy then:

]~' .-'- pUl2

and using the expression for u' given hy Prandtl's
hypotesis it fol1ows that:

le," l') (dU \ 2r r-IP- _.
~ dl' )

and:
Continuity equation.

In the case of a circulaI' pipe the equation of con
tinuity is expressed as:

( d \.)
E" - " l2 U )' --cp ,---

\ dl'

in which c is some constant of proportionality.

(4)

~ + u =0
dl' l'

(l)

in which II is the r-component of the velocity vector.
Balance of pulsation energy.

Navier-Stokes equation.

dll
"{=IJ. dl'

where 11 =Idp/dx! is the presure gradient along the
pipe.

~

or (grad l, n)dl
dn

The flux of energy through a e10sed surface S
will he:

Since the flow is fully developed it wiII have an
established turhulence (AT and E' are independent of
time). Therefore the losses in kinetic energy of
turhulent motion \vhich are caused by the viscous
efl'eels must be compensated continously to main
tain a constant degree of turbulence at a given point.
The feeding of turhulence (for instance 1'1''0111 the
wall) will he produced by a turbulent exchange in
which the mixing length plays an important l'ole.

The "balance of pulsation energy" equation may
be wri lien as follows:

The flux of turbulent energy entering an arbitrary
element with a closed surface S must be equal to the
rate of change of los ses of kinetic energy in the tur
bulent pulsation due to the viscous efTects in the
volume V enclosed by the surface S.

~

Consider an element with normal n. Transport
~

of turbulent energy in the n direction through an
element isassumed to he produced if the 111ixing
lengths on both sicles of the element are difTerent,
i.e., the Hux of turbulent energy depends on:

(2)1 d ,- . dU]- - , (IJ. + AT) r --
l' dl' dl'- -

Time-average notation is introduced and Boussi
nesq's concept of the "apparent" or "eddy" visco
sity AT is used to form:

where "t clenotes the turbulent shearing stress.
This expression is similar to:

for laminaI' flow in which "/ is the laminaI' shearing
stress and IJ. denotes the viscositv of the fluicl. On
this basis the Navier-Stokes equ~tion for turbulent
flow can be wriiten in cylindrical coordinates for111
as:

Prandtl's mixing length hypotesis. 1 J -~- ,(grad l, n) dS
a s

If l is the mixing length then:

, du
U r-' l ------

dl'

The shearing stress can be expressed as:

l" (dU) 2,,=p~ -
dl'

and the apparent, or eddy viscosity as:

where a is a coe1Iicient depending on overaU charac
teristics of the I1ow, i.e., on the intensity of the tur
bulence.

This energy flux cOlllpensates for the loss rate in
kinetic energy of the turhulent pulsation in the vo
lume V surrounded by the surface S. The kinetic
energy is proportional tio E', being the rate of loss:

fIT E' dV
.11Jv

The equation of balance is then :(3)

where p denotes the density of the fluid.
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By the divergence theorem:

flTr (div grad l + aE') dV = 0
...- t,,'._ \

1 d ( dl ) ? ( dU)27di l' dT = - acpl- dl'

Beplacing:

(8)

and sincc the volume is arbitrary:

div grad l -+ aE' = 0
or:

'\J21 -+ aE' = 0

p[2 (dll)2
\ dl'

reduces equation (8) to:

with:
hl'
2

which in cylindrical coordinates is expressed as:

~~ ( l' fiL) aE' = 0
l' dl' dl'

(5) Arter integration:

dll' - -- =
dl'

ac-hr:!
G

(9)

Complete system of equations for turbulent f10w in a circular
pipe. where c., is ,ole constant of integraLion.

Since ,vhen:

From theabove it isclear that the complete sys
tem of equaLions for turbulent fiow in a circulaI'
pipe is given hy:

~-+-~=o
dl' l'

(1)

1'=0,
dl
--=0
dl'

dl
dl'

and hence: C2 = 0

1 d [ dU-'r di ([L -+ AT) l' di + 11 = 0

i\ - 12 (~)
" T - p \ dl'

E' = cpf2 (~~ ) 2

-L~ ( l' !!l_ \ + aE' = 0
l' dl' dl' )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Arter inteoTatin 'f a<Jain:b b b

l ac l '1 --1 C= --- 1"8 If' - ':!

in which C:J denotes the constant of integratioll.
Since on the wall there is no pulsation, at 1'= 1'0'
1= O.

Thus:

C - ac 1 :J:!-18- 11'0

and:

Solution of the system of equations.

ac [l = 18 l1ro:J _1 -

Integrating equatiŒl (2) leads to:
If the mixing length on the center of the pipe is:

l - ac 1 :\
0-18 11'0

then:

where Cl is the constant of integration.
Since when:

(10)

1'= 0, dll = 0
dl' '

Introducing this expression in equation (7) gives:

For a high degree of turbulence the eddy viscosity
is m uch larger than the laminaI' viscosity and there
fore [L can be neglected, except in the region close
to the wall where the viscous efIects are predomi
nant. The above eql1ation then becomes:

and:

(II --1- A )~ = - ~
"" T dl' 2

A du _ hl'
T([i--T (G)

and considering that (dll/dI') < 0 :

Introducing IH)'W the concept of the shear velo
city:

Jhrov. = --
2p

Introducing E' and AT in eql1aüons (3) and (G)
and considering that (du/dl') < 0, yields: and the dimensionless coordinate 1'/1'0 prodl1ces:

(7)
d (Il/V,) 1'0 \/(i7r:J
d (1'/1'0) - - T; 1 - (1'/1'0):J
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Calling S= (1'/1'0), and noting that:

1J ') ( ) 'lI"-- Il _ -. l',.) t. 1 -1 r. '-_._-- - -- an l .-
u. :3 lo 1'0 /

leacls to the difIerence between the value of the
velocity at the axis of the pipe V and the velocity
at a given point 11 in the forl11:

10
L _>

R

, f~o~~71
.f ' 126. t R~106

.f =306J

(11)') lo
X=.)-

1'0

Ditl'erenliating equation (l0) gives at l' = 1'0:

Thus:

Von Earl11an introduced the "universal constant"
x, which charaelerizes the rate of growth of the
l11ixing length at the "\vaIl:

and:
lJ -- Il

u.

x

2 (_1'\ 3/~tanh- 1 1
x 1'0 )

1/

o ol,,--L---;:i.::--L-:::-L--L-::cl:::----L---;:l:::----=~10~

~ -~

From the available experil11ental data the accept
ed value of x is 0.40; hence:

1/ Velocity distribution.
Répartition des vitesses.

V-Il (r\:J!;~
-_.~ = 5.0 tanh-- 1 ---) (12)

u. ~

This is an expression for the universal law of the
velocity distribution in a circulaI' pipe.

Fnom equalion (11):

l 1'0
0=x-3

2/ Mixing length distribution.
Répartition des longueurs de mélan!fe.

3/ Kinematic eddy viscosity distribution.
Répartition des viscosités cinématiques tourbillonnaires.

and making the substitution inequation (10):

x ,- ( l' ):1 Jl = ---;- 1'0 .1- --
.3 _ 1'0_

(13) Analysis of results

which is the expression for the mixing length.
From the expression:

A l" 1 dll]
T = P ~ Idr!

The equatÏion obtained for the velocity distri
bution:

V - Il 2. ( l' )"I-!--- = -tanh- 1 1-
v. x \ 1'0

and the obtained results for land:

dll __ :3 v*- __vTi7~)
dl' - xro l--(r/ro)3

the expression for the eddy viscosity is:

x yF " (l')" JAT = 7,' pr/}. --:-. 1 - -
<> 1 0 _ 1'0_

Artel' some rearrangement the above result is
expressed in tenns of the kinematic eddy viscosity:

_E = ~ \/:r' [-1 - (.!-.)~1 -] (14)
v.r 3 / 1'0 1'0 __

covers the region l'rom the -axis of the pipe to
1'0 ± 0, where 0 is the thickness of the laminaI' su
blayer. This expression is compared with experi
mental data obtained by Nikuradse (*) and other
expressions in Figure 1.

'1'0 compare this new result with the already
known ones it is convenient to consider approximate
expressions for tanh-) in the case of sl11all and
large values of 1'/1'0'

In the region dose to the wall, where 1'/1'0 is
large, and denoting:

y = 1'0- l'

( l' )3/2 _ ( y )3/~ 3 Y- - 1-- =1---
\ 1'0 1'0 2 1'0

where E denotes the kinematic eddy viscosity.
(') H. SCHLICHTING. - Boundary layer theory. Pergamon

PI'ess, 1955, p. 409.
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Therefore at poin ts close to the axis for x = 0.40:

( l_lL)B =1-3lL + ...
ro ro

( r \:1
1- 1
\ r ll J

Thus:
1= xy

which is the Prandtl's expression.
For the central region the analytical results obtai

ned for the mixing length arc quite far from
Prandtl's approximati'Oll and are remarkably close
to the experimental points obtained by Nikuradse,
(see Fig. 2).

Similarly the analytical results for the distribu
tion of eddy viscosity agrees with experimental
points throughout the whole pipe (see Fig. 3).

U - Il _ (r ):1/ 2
~_. = ;).0 1 .. -

v. \ r ll

1 = ~ r o L1 - (;J:1

]

This expression can be analyzed for the case
where y/ro issmaH (region close to the wall):

U - Il _ ( r ):1/2
--0;:-- = D.OST;;

The equivalence of the functional relations and
even the numerical values of the coefIicients con
firms the validity of the theJOl'y and the numerical
value of the Karman universal constant.

The expression for the mixing length is given as:

which has a zero tangent when r --7 O. This expres
sion is remarkable close to the empirical formula
given by Darcy in lS55:

100.806040.2o

f2:3- oR 011.10
5

)
é cR =1.1.10

6
Smooth

~ .R=32J0
6

'J7TT

0.10

o.œ ---h..

/ ~

~~. 1/ EQ. (14) "",'-'"
.-

/ K= 040 f\
1 fi 1

\
004

1\
OD

ft 1 \
~ \

\--.

0

0.16 [---,---.,..----r··--·..,.---,···· ., ,

3/
.2....
R

Conclusions

Thus:

(
r )312tanh- 1 -
r ll

and it follows that:

U - li = l. ln !!l. + -!. ln .±-
v. x y x 3

For small values of y/r ll this formula practically
coincides with the expression:

U - li = -l ln !!l.
IJ. X Y

which is the weil know expression given by Prandtl.

Fior the central zone w here r / r Il is smaIl :

tanh- 1 ('.!....)3f2 = (.!....)3/2 + ...
r ll ,rll

The results obtained in the present paper show
that the basic equation for turbulent now deve
lroped by A. Zagustin allO\v an analytieal solution
for the problem of a turbulent now in a smooth
pipe. These solutions are obtained witbout making
any empirical or semi-empirical assumptions about
the mixing lenght distribution, as it is done in
many papers. The agreement between theOI'y and
experiments is excellent not I()nly at the neighbour
hood of the wall but also throughout the whole
pipe. Il should be pointed out that since aIl the
final expressions depend on only one experimental
constant, namely the Karman's universal constant
x, its numerical value will determine the hehavilour
of the theoretical curves. In the graphs presented
here the value of x was taken as 0.40, which is the
standard value accepted in the literature. However
if a value slightlysmaller than 0.40 is taken, for
instance x = 0.3H5 {)l' 0.3H, then the agreement
hetween the theoretical results and experiments is
even better. It is of a particular interest the fact
that the expression for the velocity distribution
coincides at the centerline with the widely used old
empirical formula developed by Darcy in 1855, in
which there is a zero tangent at the axis, and with
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Prandtl's expressilcm at the neighbourhood of the
wall, where the mixing length varies linearly \Vith
the distance. Both cases are" clamp" by the obtai
ned theoretical solution so that the agreement with
experiments in the middle region is also good.

Appendix • Notation

The following symbols have heen adopted for use
in this paper:
a constant of pr:oportionality;
AT eddy viscosity;
c constant of proportionality;
E' kinetic energy of pulsation;
lz pressure gradient along the pipe;
1 Prandtl's mixing length;

Il normal to any given surface;
p pressure;
r radial distance measured l'rom the axis of the

pipe;

Résumé

r
S
t
T
Il
III

U
P.
V
-->
V
-,
V

radius of the pipe;

position veetor;
closed surface;
time;
interval of time;
velocity at a given point in the pipe;
pulsation velocity in the r direction;
velocity at the axis of the pipe;
shear veloci ty;
volume of the element SUlTounded hy the sur
face S;
veloci ty veetor;

time-average velocity;

pulsation veloci ty;
distance measured l'rom the wall;
Karman' universal constant;
div grad;
laminaI' shear stress;
turhulen t shear stress;
laminaI' fluid viscosity;
kinematic fluid viscosi ty;
kinematic eddy viscosi ty.
fluid density.

Solution analytique pour les régimes turbulents dans les tuyaux

par A. Zagustin * et K. Zagustin * *

On examine un écoulement turbulent en conduite bien établi, et on complète à l'aide d'une équation de base de
J'écoulement turbulent l'ensemble d'équations différentielles nécessaire à la résolution du problème pal' voie analytique. On
obtient cie nouvelles l'elations simples tenant compte de la rèpartition des vitesses, de la longueur de mèlange,et de la
viscosité tourbillonnaire, et on les confronte avec les formules et les données expérimentales existantes. La simplicité
et l'excellent comportement des courbes théoriques, ainsi que la bonne concordance de ces relations avec les données
expérimentales, démontrent la validité du présent procédé théorique de résolution du problème.
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